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Sahelian agriculture and the changing water cycle
Large uncertainty exists in future
projections of Sahelian T and precip
But crop yield impacts are projected to
extend beyond the historical range of
variability
Adaptation decisions can still be
made, despite uncertainty in the
climate science
AMMA-2050 project looking at how to
use climate information to inform
decision-making on 5-40 year scale
Particular focus on High Impact
Weather events e.g. intense storms,
dry spells

Intercropping

Diversification- new
crops (watermelon)

Agriculture-livestock integration
(Recycling organic matter)

Agriculture-livestock integration
(on field penning)

Sultan et al., 2013
IPCC AR5 WGII

What do we know from the past about Sahelian storms?
Strong decadal variability in annual rain
Storms getting more intense since the
1970/80s drought

Cloud-top temperatures (C) from the Ouagadougou storm

Ouagadougou flood 2009

Meteosat satellite record since 1982:
•
•
•

Sub-hourly cloud-top temperatures
Can readily identify Mesoscale Convective
Systems (MCS)
MCS produce ~90% of Sahel rain

Panthou et al, I.J.Clim. 2014
Mathon et al, J Appl. Met. 2002

What does extreme Sahelian rain look like from Meteosat?

Comparison with daily gauge data

Comparison with TRMM PR

85% of extreme daily gauge totals associated with large (>25,000 km2),
cold (<-40°C) systems
Likelihood of extreme rain within MCS rises with decreasing T (88% of
cases occur when T< -70°C)

Taylor et al, Nature 2017

Evolution of MCS properties over 35 years
Period 1982-2016 covers 9 Meteosat satellites,
including Meteosat First and Second Generation.
Number of MCS at threshold of -40°C wellcorrelated with seasonal rainfall (r=0.88)

More linear increase at lower threshold (-70°C)
Cross-calibrated Climate Data Record (GridSat)
confirms trend in cold system frequency
Steady decrease in MCS temperature

Taylor et al, Nature 2017

Spatial distribution of MCS intensification

Shading: significant trends
Contours: mean cover (%) of MCS for given T threshold

Strong intensification trend limited to Sahel

Is trend linked to global warming (Clausius Clapeyron)?

Warming trends across Africa
Recent JJAS temperature trends (°C/decade)

Synoptic stations

MSU lower
troposphere

ERA-Interim

Historical CMIP5
simulations

Evolution of meridional
temperature difference in CMIP5
GCMs
Taylor et al, Nature 2017
Cook and Vizy, J Clim 2015

What controls MCS intensity? Event-based analysis
Might expect MCS intensity to
be linked to moisture, wind
shear, synoptic conditions, midlevel dryness

More intense MCS: more rapid
rise just ahead of MCS

More intense

• Instead find tendency for more
intense MCS when zonal wind
shear larger, mid-level RH lower,
warmer lower atmosphere, African
Easterly Waves…

Rapid rise in PW ahead of MCS

More intense

• No correlation between MCS
“intensity” (cloud-top temperature)
and pre-event moisture (6 hours
ahead).

GPS measurements of precipitable
water relative to MCS arrival time

What controls MCS intensity? Inter-annual analysis

All are responses to Saharan
warming

SAHARA

• Warmer air to north and at midlevels in Sahel
• Stronger wind shear
• Also more synoptic activity, drier
mid-levels

SAHEL

Correlations between MCS
temperature and atmospheric
variables (ERA-Interim) show
years with more intense
systems have:

Summary
• Surprisingly strong increase in frequency of
intense MCS over Sahel in last 35 years

• Suggests link with Saharan warming

• GCMs indicate continued Saharan
warming
Need high resolution convection-permitting
simulations to see how Sahelian storms will
respond to warmer climate

Implications for agriculture?
• More intense MCS:
•
•
•

More runoff
Increased leaching of nutrient-poor soils
Mature crops damaged by enhanced winds?

• Recent intensification of MCS (partly)
decoupled from seasonal rainfall:
•

Longer dry spells within growing season?

